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Abstract15

North American Mesoscale Convective Systems (MCSs) have been linked to in-16

stances of poorly forecasted Rossby wave packets. A computationally inexpensive17

investigation is proposed to demonstrate a dynamical mechanism by which MCSs18

modify a Rossby wave packet associated with a high-impact weather event. Global19

ensemble forecast data, reanalysis and high-resolution observations are used to assess20

the remote role of negative potential vorticity (PV) arising from divergent outflow21

on Rossby wave packet (RWP) propagation coinciding with the June 11th - 21st,22

2017 European heatwave. In this case, synoptic-scale bands of negative PV which23

advect towards the jet stream arise from regions of active MCSs. The forecast data24

results show that the numerical misrepresentation of the anticyclonic circulation25

associated with negative PV can impinge on the forecast of a RWP. In each of the26

four forecasting models assessed, ensemble members that advected lower values of27

PV towards the equatorward branch of a North American ridge favored enhanced28

poleward amplification of the ridge and a more eastward progression of the RWP.29

The more eastward displacement of the RWP also coincided with an enhanced wave30

activity flux downstream. Although, we do not find a significant impact on the fore-31

casted heatwave. The results urge further investigation into the role of negative PV32

in remotely influencing high-impact weather.33

Plain Language Summary34

Large severe thunderstorms over North America have been observed to occa-35

sionally precede poor forecasts over Europe. In this case-study, we use state-of-the-36

art weather model data and observations to provide a process-level understanding of37

how thunderstorms modify the evolution of the jet stream. The case selected coin-38

cides with the June 11th - 21st, 2017 European heatwave. Our study shows that air39

with a signature of intense clockwise circulation arises from the cloud-tops of severe40

thunderstorms and rapidly expands onto synoptic-scales ( 1000 km). In the four41

weather models assessed; there is a persistent bias in the representation of how this42

synoptic-scale, clockwise air interacts with the jet stream over North America. The43

erroneous interaction introduces forecast error into the jet stream and significantly44

modifies its down wind evolution over the Atlantic. However, we did not note a sig-45

nificant impact on the forecasted heatwave in this case. The results obtained in this46

study warrant further investigation on the role of thunderstorms in influencing the47

jet stream and European weather.48

1 Introduction49

Rossby-wave packets consist of a propagating collection of troughs and ridges50

along the jet stream. Instances of temperature extremes in the mid-latitudes have51

been linked to highly amplified, and temporally persistent Rossby-wave packets52

(RWPs; Fragkoulidis et al., 2018; Röthlisberger et al., 2019; Ali et al., 2021), includ-53

ing recent prolific European heatwaves (Fragkoulidis et al., 2018; Zschenderlein et54

al., 2018). Despite their role in triggering high-impact weather, RWPs can still be a55

challenge for numerical weather prediction (NWP) models to realistically simulate56

(Gray et al., 2014; Grazzini & Vitart, 2015; Quinting & Vitart, 2019). Advanc-57

ing understanding of the dynamical precursors that impinge upon the forecast of58

troughs and ridges is paramount to disseminate sources of NWP uncertainty for59

future forecasts of high-impact weather.60

Divergent outflow arising from organized, diabatic weather sys-61

tems (i.e., Tropical cyclones, Warm-Conveyor Belts, Mesoscale Convec-62

tive Systems) serves as a critical mechanism for rapid upscale error growth63

(Zhang et al., 2003; Baumgart et al., 2018) and thus in the generation64
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of NWP uncertainty (Rodwell & Wernli, 2022). Divergent outflow can65

modify the amplitude of a ridge and enhance adjacent wind speeds via66

the poleward advection of diabatically heated air along the tropopause67

(Archambault et al., 2015; Riboldi et al., 2018; Keller et al., 2019; Stuivenvolt Allen et al., 2021).68

Subsequently, these perturbations to the large-scale flow can modulate the down-69

stream dispersion of Rossby waves (Gray et al., 2014; B. J. Harvey et al., 2016).70

However, global NWP models have been noted to misrepresent71

the magnitude of divergent outflow due to initial condition error72

(Rodwell et al., 2018; Magnusson et al., 2019) and the necessity to pa-73

rameterize diabatic sub-grid scale processes such as latent heat release74

(Mart́ınez-Alvarado et al., 2016; Joos & Forbes, 2016). Thus, upscale error75

growth associated with divergence can impinge upon downstream forecast skill76

(Grams et al., 2015; Lillo & Parsons, 2017; Baumgart et al., 2018; Keller et al., 2019; Clarke et al., 2019).77

The impact of divergent outflow on jet stream dynamics has often been facil-78

itated through the potential vorticity (PV) perspective (Hoskins et al., 1985). On79

synoptic-scales, divergent outflow leads to a net reduction of PV at the tropopause,80

which is driven by the vertical gradient of diabatic heating (Wernli & Davies, 1997).81

Advection of diabatically reduced PV by divergent winds towards the jet stream82

can facilitate a RWP response (Riemer et al., 2008; Archambault et al., 2015).83

However, at scales where the Rossby number is larger than unity, the hor-84

izontal gradient of diabatic heating becomes significant in modifying PV85

(Chagnon & Gray, 2009; Weijenborg et al., 2015, 2017; Oertel et al., 2020). In lo-86

calized regions (spatial scales of 10’s of kilometers) characterized by a convective87

updraft and strong vertical wind shear, PV dipoles on the order of +/- 10 PVU are88

observed to form at the tropopause (Weijenborg et al., 2015; Oertel et al., 2020).89

The horizontal heating gradient is the mechanism which can turn PV nega-90

tive (in the Northern Hemisphere)(B. Harvey et al., 2020). . Strong wind91

shear near the jet stream elongates and dillutes PV dipoles onto synoptic-92

scales. Recent studies have shown that the interaction of the elongated nega-93

tive PV pole with the jet stream can influence its in-situ dynamical structure94

(Chagnon et al., 2013; Oertel et al., 2020; B. Harvey et al., 2020; Prince & Evans, 2022).95

Strong vertical wind shear and pronounced divergent outflow that96

can alter the upper-level flow can occur with mesoscale convective sys-97

tems (MCSs) (Tung & Yanai, 2002; Houze, 2004). Early literature on this98

topic demonstrates that MCS activity near the jet stream is often fol-99

lowed by ridge amplification and the production of an adjacent jet streak100

(Maddox, 1983; Cotton et al., 1989; Anderson & Arritt, 1998). Temporally101

prolonged MCS activity has also been proposed to potentially modify large-102

scale circulation patterns in the mid-latitudes (Stensrud & Anderson, 2001).103

Clarke et al. (2019) provide a recent case-study of an MCS over the UK am-104

plifying downstream development. The authors deduced that the advection105

of a convectively generated negative PV pole towards the jet stream serves as106

a crucial mechanism for the modification of downstream development. These107

findings are particularly relevant for North American MCSs, which, aside108

from typically producing stronger divergent outflow than MCSs over the UK,109

have also been observed to precede sudden drops in forecast skill over Europe110

(Rodwell et al., 2013; Lillo & Parsons, 2017; Rodwell et al., 2018; Parsons et al., 2019).111

Given the potential for MCSs to influence the downstream propagation of112

RWPs and their crucial link to drops in operational weather forecasting skill, a113

process-level investigation is performed to deduce the impact of a North Ameri-114

can MCS on the downstream propagation and forecast-skill of a RWP. A unique115

approach taken in this study is to assess the downstream impact of an MCS using116

global ensemble forecast data from multiple different models. This approach en-117
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ables an examination of whether the misrepresentation of the interaction between118

MCSs and RWPs is consistent in different weather prediction models. The study119

focuses on the dynamical development of a RWP that coincides with the June 2017120

European heatwave, which occurred from the 11th – 21st of June 2017 (Sánchez-121

Beńıtez et al., 2018) and was preceded by a series of MCSs over the United States122

several days prior. The event was also associated with amplified recurring RWPs,123

providing an analogous case to other recent heatwaves associated with recurring124

RWPs (Zschenderlein et al., 2018). The paper structure follows: Section 2 describes125

the methodology and datasets, Section 3 gives a synoptic-scale and forecast skill126

overview, Section 4 provides the case-study results, and Section 5 is a discussion and127

conclusion of the work.128

2 Data and Methods129

2.1 Data130

The ECMWF reanalysis version 5 (ERA5; Hersbach et al., 2020), downloaded131

at a 0.25◦ (∼31 km) grid resolution, is used to observationally analyze synoptic-scale132

and larger mesoscale (i.e., MCSs) dynamics. ERA5 is ideal for this purpose due to133

its global coverage and high temporal resolution (hourly). ERA5 has also been found134

to validate well against satellite observations when analyzing the spatial location of135

mesoscale cloud structures such as those arising from warm-conveyor belts (Binder136

et al., 2020).137

To supplement ERA5 data, MCS activity over the contiguous United States is138

tracked and assessed using a database created from the FLEXible object TRaKeR139

(FLEXTRKR) algorithm (Feng et al., 2018) from 2004-2017 at an hourly ∼0.04◦140

(4 km) grid resolution (Feng et al., 2019). The database combines NASA Global141

Merged infrared brightness temperature satellite data (Janowiak et al., 2001),142

GridRad 3D NEXRAD radar data (Cooney et al., 2018) and NCEP Stage IV precip-143

itation data (Lin, 2011) to provide information on the life-cycle and characteristics144

of MCSs. The algorithm classifies an MCS as a precipitating cloud system with an145

area > 6×104 km2 and a major axis length > 100 km, a radar reflectivity value >146

45 dBz and assesses whether the precipitating cloud persists for at least 6 hours.147

Forecast data is analyzed using perturbed ensemble forecast data from the148

European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF), Japanese Me-149

teorological Agency (JMA), National Center for Environmental Protection (NCEP)150

and the Korean Meteorological Agency (KMA) stored within ‘The International151

Grand Global Ensemble’ (TIGGE) archive (Swinbank et al., 2016). The perturbed152

members are used to assess ensemble spread. The analysis from each forecast cen-153

ter is used to assess the forecast skill of the perturbed members. Forecast data is154

downloaded for the month of June 2017 from 6-hourly forecasts initialized each day155

at 00 UTC. Further details regarding the archived model data from each ensemble156

prediction system are presented in Table 1.157

2.2 Forecast Skill Analysis158

2.2.1 Root Mean Square Error159

To assess forecast skill over Europe, the area-weighted, spatially averaged, root160

mean squared error (RMSE) is computed using geopotential height fields at 250 hPa161

(Z250) over Europe (35◦N, 12.5◦W) – (75◦N, 42.5◦E). The equation used to com-162

pute the RMSE over the European domain is shown in Equation (1). The European163

domain is visualized in Fig. 1.164
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Table 1. TIGGE Model Configurationsa for each modeling center

(left most column). Native, archived and interpolated horizontal resolu-

tions are listed in the center columns and the total number of available

ensemble members is in the right most column.

Center Native Archived Interpolated Members

ECMWF 0.14◦ × 0.14◦

N640L91
0.56◦ × 0.56◦ 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ 50

JMA 0.36◦ × 0.36◦

TL479L100
1.25◦ × 1.25◦ 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ 26

NCEP 0.3◦ × 0.3◦

TL574L64
1.0◦ × 1.0◦ 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ 20

KMA 0.83◦ × 0.56◦

N216L85
0.83◦ × 0.56◦ 1.0◦ × 1.0◦ 24

a L = number of vertical levels. T = highest wave number re-
solved in spherical harmonics (note that all model analysis is
interpolated onto grid-point space). N = number of grid points
from equator to pole.

RMSE =

√√√√ 1

NTotal

NTotal∑
i=1

(Z250e)2 (1)165

where Z250e denotes the difference between the ensemble mean of the day 6 per-166

turbed forecast members and the corresponding analysis as a measure of truth. The167

RMSE is calculated for all grid-points, NTotal, in the European domain and the168

mean is computed. This includes an area weight which has been left out in Equation169

(1) for simplicity. The calculations are performed at 24-hour intervals with all fore-170

casts initialized at 00 UTC spanning June 1st – 24th 2017. The RMSE has units of171

meters and is calculated independently for each of the four models.172
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89°W 73°W 12.5°W 42.5°E

44°N

54°N

35°N

75°N

Figure 1. Schematic indicating averaging regions when analyzing forecast data. The large box

over Europe (35◦N, 12.5◦W) – (75◦N, 42.5◦E) is termed the European domain. This area is used

for spatially averaged RMSE analysis. This region is also used to focus on the ridge amplifica-

tion event over Europe. The boxed region over North America (54◦N, 89◦W) – (44◦N, 73◦W) is

the averaged region used for studying the impacts of jet stream wind error on the downstream

development of a RWP.

2.2.2 Amplitude Error and Wave Activity Flux173

A (wave) amplitude error metric (WAE: Parsons et al., 2019) is applied to174

examine the downstream propagation of error induced by the initial misrepresenta-175

tion of the RWP and its subsequent impacts on the dynamics and forecast skill over176

Europe. The metric used in equation (2) is phase independent and tracks packets of177

error that propagate in a wave-like motion (i.e., RWPs) and specifically pertains to178

rotational error due to the use of the streamfunction term. This makes the metric179

useful for identifying the initial development of forecast error onto the jet stream,180

which is dominated by non-divergent wind flow (Keyser & Johnson, 1984; Winters,181

2021).182

WAEψ =
1

2

[(
∂ψe
∂x

)2

+

(
∂ψe
∂y

)2

− ψe
(
∂2ψe
∂x2

+
∂2ψe
∂y2

)]
(2)183

In Equation 2, ψe denotes the streamfunction error calculated from the hori-184

zontal wind field at 250 hPa. The streamfunction is computed in spherical coordi-185

nates using the Windspharm Python package (Dawson, 2016). As with Equation 1,186

wind forecast error is calculated at each grid-point as the difference between the187

analysis and the corresponding mean of the perturbed forecast members. Convert-188

ing all terms into streamfunction terms aids in the interpretation of Equation 2.189

Consider the form of a 2d plane wave, ψe = ψe0sin(kx + ly) where k and l are the190

horizontal wavenumbers in the zonal and meridional directions. Inputting the plane191

wave term into Equation 2 simplifies the equation to: WAE = 1
2ψ

2
e0(k2 + l2). Thus192

the metric can be interpreted as the amplitude of rotational errors scaled by the193

total wave number (Parsons et al., 2019).194

To compliment understanding in the error that propagates within a RWP, the195

wave activity flux (WAF) is computed following Takaya and Nakamura (2001) and196

reformulated in streamfunction terms as in Parsons et al. (2019). The WAF enables197

tracking of small amplitude quasi-geostrophic eddies along a zonally varying basic198

flow. The WAF is computed on a single vertical level of 250 hPa at each individ-199
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ual forecast time. Hence, in Equation 3, the WAF metric assumes a stationary and200

two-dimensional wave.201

−→
We =

1

2 ~|U |

(
U [(∂ψe

∂x )2 − ψe ∂
2ψe

∂x2 ] + V [∂ψe

∂x
∂ψe

∂y − ψe
∂2ψe

∂x∂y

U [∂ψe

∂x
∂ψe

∂y − ψe
∂2ψe

∂x∂y ] + V [(∂ψe

∂y )2 − ψe ∂
2ψe

∂y2 ]

)
(3)202

The U and V terms denote the average zonal and meridional wind velocity203

computed between the analysis and the forecasted ensemble mean. The ~|U | term204

denotes the average wind speed magnitude from the combination of U and V terms.205

2.2.3 Ensemble Sensitivity Analysis206

Using an ensemble of ‘i’ members that make up a forecast, ensemble sensitivity207

analysis (ESA; Torn & Hakim, 2008) is applied to deduce the impact of different208

ensemble realizations of RWP initiation over North America on the evolution of the209

forecast of the European ridge.210

ESA is a linear regression correlation method used to identify relationships211

between geographically distanced dynamical phenomena using different forecast lead212

times and forecast variables. In this case, ESA is used to deduce the statistical cor-213

relation between the role of RWP initiation over North America on its downstream214

development. The ESA technique applied in this study follows from Magnusson215

(2017):216

Corr.(x, y) = cov
(Ji, Fixy)

σ(Ji)σ(Fixy)
(4)217

Equation 4 shows how a forecast field (Z250), termed F at grindpoint (x, y),218

responds to a spatially averaged forecast metric, J , at an earlier forecast lead-time219

over the North-American domain (Fig. 1). In this case, the J is the wave amplitude220

error over the North American domain (WAE) at forecast-time day 2. The i term221

denotes the ensemble member while x and y are the latitude and longitude grid222

points. The cov term denotes the covariance which is calculated between J and F . σ223

is the ensemble standard deviation and is used to normalize against the covariance224

to obtain a dimensionless correlation between J and F .225

While the technique assumes linearity between the two variables, the method226

is capable of illuminating correlations between highly non-linear weather events227

(Chang et al., 2013; Quandt et al., 2019). The correlations are determined to be sta-228

tistically significant via the computation of a Student’s t-test performed at the 95%229

confidence interval. For the ECMWF (50 members), JMA (26 members), NCEP (20230

members) and KMA (24 members), a correlation at a grid-point must have values of231

0.28, 0.4, 0.47 and 0.42 respectively to be statistically significant. The study seeks232

to improve the robustness of ESA by utilizing TIGGE for a multi-model ESA. The233

multi-model analysis serves to alleviate instances of spurious sensitivity. If all four234

models converge to a spatially similar and strongly correlated sensitivity pattern,235

this will improve confidence in the reliability of the ESA results.236

3 Case Overview237

This study provides an atmospheric dynamics examination and forecast skill238

perspective of the role that MCSs have in the onset of a ridging event over Europe239

that coincided with a heatwave (Sánchez-Beńıtez et al., 2018). In Figure 2a, tempo-240

rally averaged Z250 from 06/11 - 06/21 00 UTC (the times associated with heatwave241
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onset, maturity and decay; Sánchez-Beńıtez et al., 2018) show a persistent and posi-242

tive Z250 anomaly over Western Europe in excess of 200 m. Note the undulation of243

positive and negative Z250 anomalies that track back to North America; a signature244

of an amplified jet stream during this time-period. The mean 06/11 - 06/21 850 hPa245

wind velocity vectors over North America show a strong and poleward low-level jet246

orientated towards the left flank of a positive Z250 anomaly. This synoptic set-up247

is conducive to the development of persistent MCSs over the Central Great Plains248

(Maddox, 1983; Anderson & Arritt, 1998; Yang et al., 2017) and and has previously249

been identified as a weather pattern that precedes instances of reduced forecast skill250

over Europe (Rodwell et al., 2013).251

The 6-hourly Hovmöller diagram of 250 hPa meridional winds in Fig. 2b sim-252

ilarly shows persistent RWP activity (alternation of positive and negative velocity)253

that propagates towards Europe. Once the positive meridional velocity component254

of the RWP reaches the Eastern Atlantic, there is a subsequent increase in the 850255

hPa June temperature anomaly over Western Europe. This is most notable on 06/16256

- 06/18 and is linked to the emergence of a RWP 110◦W on the 06/13.257

Figure 3 displays the day 6 RMSE analysis over Europe for Z250 during the258

June 2017 time-period. The subset of June forecasts are characterized by two peaks259

in RMSE. The first peak is associated with the forecasts initialized on 06/06 and260

06/07, which corresponds to the time-period just before a RWP is initiated over261

North America on 06/08 at 100◦W. The larger peak in RMSE occurs on 06/12 and262

06/13, which also occurs prior to the downstream propagation of a RWP. The aver-263

age RMSE reaches values in excess of 120 m over Europe and is the highest for the264

entirety of the month of June.265

Both days are associated with a large range of RMSE values. The KMA model266

performs particularly poorly during this time-period, with RMSE values in excess267

of 140 m on the 06/13 for most ensemble members. Further analysis examines the268

forecast initialized on 06/12 where all four models indicate large ensemble spread in269

forecast skill. Sufficiently large ensemble spread will improve the quality of the ESA270

performed later on in the study.271
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Figure 2. The top panel (a) shows the temporally averaged fields from the 06/11 - 06/21.

The red and blue contours show positive and negative Z250 anomalies with respect to the June

climatology (1981 – 2020). Contours are made at intervals of 50 m. The vectors show the mean

850 hPa winds over CONUS during 06/11 - 06/21. The maxima in the vectors indicate values

of 15 m s−1. The bottom panel (b) shows a Hovmöller of 250 hPa meridional winds with an

area-weighted average taken over 35◦ - 65◦N. Solid (dashed) contours indicate positive (negative)

values of 15 m s−1. The red shading indicates positive temperature anomalies with respect to the

June climatology at 850 hPa.
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Figure 3. Forecast day-6 Z250 area-weighted RMSE for the European domain (35◦N,

12.5◦W) – (75◦N, 42.5◦E) for each of the four forecasting models. The colored dots indicate

the mean RMSE of the ensemble for each model, the top and bottom of the lines indicate the

80th and 20th RMSE percentiles, respectively. The black dashed line is the mean RMSE cal-

culated for all four of the models. The models are all initialized at 00 UTC for the respective

days in the x-axis. Hence, for a forecast initialized on 06/11 00 UTC, the RMSE plot represents

the outcome for 06/17 00 UTC. The black rectangle on 06/12 indicates the selected forecast for

further analysis.

4 Results272

4.1 Wave Amplitude Error Analysis273

Motivated by the extension of a RWP from North America into Europe, we use274

the wave amplitude error (WAE) metric in order to identify the origin of the RWP275

forecast error and the WAF error metric to illustrate the directional component of276

the error packet. The metrics are applied to forecasts initialized at 00 UTC 06/12.277

The band of amplitude error emerges in the exact same location along the jet stream278

in each of the 4 forecasting models. For this reason, a single mean WAE is computed279

for all four models.280

In Fig. 4, the WAE is shown at 250 hPa for different forecast lead-times. At281

day 6 in the forecast (Fig. 4a), the location of WAE maxima is predominantly asso-282

ciated with the poleward extension of the ridge over Europe. The metric indicates283

maxima in wind rotational errors about the axis of the ridge’s anticyclonic tilt (as284

observed in the Z250 analysis contours). A maxima in the WAF error is also ob-285

served and overlain over the WAE maxima. The eastward orientation of the error286

implies that the analysis produces a stronger downstream WAF compared to the day287

6 forecast. Furthermore, much of the WAE coincides with the leading edge of the288

50 m s−1 wind velocity contour (see the orange dashed contour), indicating that the289

forecasting models struggle with realistically representing rotational winds embed-290
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ded within jet stream. However, this area is also associated with large streamline291

gradients, hence minor displacements in the location of streamlines between forecast292

and analysis will serve to magnify the WAE metric compared to regions with more293

slack wind condition. The WAE also embeds itself within the adjacent low-pressure294

system at approximately 20◦E implying that the erroneous RWP impinges on the295

adjacent cyclogensis.296

Tracking back to day 4 (Fig. 4b), the maxima in the amplitude error is located297

over the Atlantic associated with the poleward branch of the developing ridge. The298

WAE packet is co-located precisely with the 50 m s−1 wind velocity contour, which299

indicates that the synoptic-scale wind velocity maxima in the propagating RWP300

is not being accurately resolved by day 4 in the forecast. We note that the metric301

appears to highlight erroneous model performance where strong gradients in the302

streamlines develop. The upstream location of the WAE packet with respect to fore-303

cast day 6, in addition to the eastward orientation of the WAF error, also indicates304

an eastward propagating error with respect to forecast lead-time.305

The first packet of WAE that can be clearly resolved at 1 degree resolution306

emerges at forecast day 2 (Fig. 4c) as a mesoscale disturbance on the equatorward307

side of the 50 m s−1 jet stream velocity contour. An eastward orientated WAF error308

emphasizes that the forecasting models struggle with representing the magnitude of309

downstream eddy propagation along the ridge. The location of the WAE packet is310

consistent in all four of the models. The WAE is also associated with notable en-311

semble spread which indicates that some ensemble members produce less rotational312

wind error than others. The initiation of the WAE packet coincides with the emer-313

gence of the RWP over North America discussed in Fig. 2b. An erroneous WAF314

in excess of 100 m2 s−1 also develops alongside the packet of WAE. Given that all315

models trigger an erroneous packet of error along the equatorward branch of the316

ridge, the next section examines whether there is a consistent dynamic mechanism317

that leads to the manifestation of the error.318
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Figure 4. 250 hPa analysis of the wave amplitude error metric computed from the mean of

all four ensemble members with the forecast initialized on 06/12 00 UTC. Larger values of wave

amplitude error indicate increased departure from the analysis. Vectors show the wave activity

flux error which is also computed from the mean of all four ensemble members. Orange contours

denote the analysis wind speed at 50 m s−1. The two black contours are the 10400 and 10700

m geopotential height lines at 250 hPa. Panel a, b and c shows forecasts times day 6, 4 and 2

respectively.
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4.2 Dynamics over North America: Reanalysis and Observations319

Having traced back the earliest instance of WAE associated with an uncertain320

RWP, we use reanalysis and observations to examine the relevant dynamic pro-321

cesses that are co-located with the amplification of the RWP over North America.322

In combination with MCS observations from FLEXTRKR, we use Ertel’s potential323

vorticity derived from ERA5 to track contours of 0 potential vorticity units (PVU)324

at 250 hPa. Negative PV is observed to arise from the horizontal gradient of dia-325

batic heating in environments characterized by vigorous convective updrafts and326

pronounced vertical wind shear. Hence 0 PVU is used as a proxy to track the ad-327

vection of diabatically modified air influenced by the horizontal gradient of heating328

from convective updrafts within MCSs. The specific mechanism for negative PV329

production is outlined in B. Harvey et al. (2020). Note for simplicity in the analysis330

below, the term jet streak is used to describe wind speeds in excess of 50 m s−1.331

Figure 5 displays 6-hourly snapshots of the interaction between MCSs and332

the mid-latitude jet stream. On 06/13 00 UTC (Fig. 5a), a low pressure system333

has traversed over the Rockies (not shown) and leads to the development of MCSs.334

An active MCS is located at 90◦W, with a coherent 0 PVU contour located on the335

northern edge of the MCS, indicating near zero, but negative PV at the tropopause336

due to diabatic heating associated with MCSs (Hertenstein & Schubert, 1991; Metz337

& Bosart, 2010). Note the poleward orientation of the irrotational wind field cen-338

tered on the observed MCS which serves to advect the negtive PV feature radially339

outwards (Grams et al., 2015). A strong jet streak with wind speeds in excess of 50340

m s−1 exists directly poleward of the 0 PVU contour. The close proximity of the341

negative PV to the 2 PVU line facilitates compression of the zonal PV gradient and342

thus serves to enhance jet stream wind speeds (Stuivenvolt Allen et al., 2021; Grams343

et al., 2015). During this time, another MCS, termed M1, begins developing east of344

110◦W and is also co-located with a smaller mesoscale 0 PVU contour.345

By 06/13 06 UTC (Fig. 5b), the MCS east of 90◦W has propagated eastwards346

and begun dissipating. The 0 PVU contour persists in spatial extent and advects347

eastwards along the jet stream. The jet streak propagates downstream following348

the region where negative PV is within close proximity to the 2 PVU line. M1 has349

propagated towards the north-east and has rapidly grown in size. The irrotational350

wind field around M1 has increased in magnitude consistent due to intensification351

of the MCS over the first 6-9 hours following its genesis (Yang et al., 2017). The352

negative PV arising M1 is also observed to increase following the intensification of353

the irrotational wind field.354

By 06/13 12 UTC (Fig. 5c), M1 predominantly advects northwards alongside355

the spatially expanding 0 PVU contours which experience poleward advection and356

approximately follow the vector direction of the irrotational wind field. Even as M1357

begins to dissipate by 06/13 18 UTC (Fig. 5d), the 0 PVU contours persist and ag-358

glomerate into a coherent band structure as observed in Clarke et al. (2019). It is359

worth noting that M1 was a temporally persistent cloud feature with a lifetime of 20360

hours according to the FLEXTRKR data. Its prolonged lifetime denotes that this361

particular MCS was nocturnal.362

By 06/14 00 UTC (Fig. 5e), note the close proximity between the 0 and 2 PVU363

contours. The negative PV’s anticyclonic circulation serves to enhance anticyclonic364

shear (not shown) on the equatorward branch of the the ridge and contributes to365

enhancements in jet stream wind maxima to values in excess of 60 m s−1 due to in-366

creasing compression of the isobaric PV gradient (B. Harvey et al., 2020). The pole-367

ward motion of the negative PV filamet coincides with the northward shift of the 2368

PVU line along the equatorward branch of the ridge and is similarly observed in pre-369

vious negative PV - jet interaction research (Clarke et al., 2019; Oertel et al., 2020).370
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It is worth mentioning that the persistence of the poleward 850 hPa wind vectors371

discussed in Fig. 2 will also aid in ridge building via low-level warm-air advection372

(Maddox, 1983). While quantifying the relevance of each process for ridge building is373

outside of the scope of this study. The localized perturbation of the jet stream along374

the equatorward branch of the ridge has previously been identified as a signature of375

negative PV advection (Clarke et al., 2019; B. Harvey et al., 2020).376

By 06/14 06 UTC (Fig. 5f), the 0 PVU contour produced by M1 begins to377

dissipate. Note its downstream advection causes the jet streak to also propagate378

downstream. M2 has rapidly developed into a large-scale MCS alongside an inten-379

sified irrotational wind field. Note that M2 extends past 52◦N; however, due to the380

domain constraints of FLEXTRKR, the MCS object appears to cut off at this lat-381

itude. As with the observations of M1, the 0 PVU contours produced by M2 are382

advected polewards on 06/14 12 UTC (Fig. 5g) by the irrotational wind field and383

similarly agglomerate into a coherent band of 0 PVU air by 06/14 18 UTC (Fig. 5h).384

By 06/15 00 UTC (Fig. 5i), the 0 PVU contour advects closer to the jet stream385

and propagates downstream under the influence of the jet stream’s mean flow. The386

band of negative PV magnifies another jet streak with wind speeds in excess of 60 m387

s−1. Thus, the evolution of negative PV arising from M2 is rather analogous to the388

observations made for M1.389
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Figure 5. 6-hourly 250 hPa ERA5 reanalysis examining jet stream modulation by mesoscale

convective systems covering the time-period 06/13 00 UTC - 06/15 00 UTC. Blue shading de-

notes the location of mesoscale convective system objects as identified by the FLEXTRKR

algorithm. MCSs of interest are annotated as M1 and M2. The black solid contour denotes the

2 PVU line, it is used as a proxy for the central location of the jet stream. The red dotted con-

tour denotes the 0 PVU line and is used as a proxy for air arising from MCS outflow. The PV

contours have been smoothed using a 9-point smoother to filter out noisy 0 PVU contours. The

orange shading indicates wind-speeds with units m s−1. Irrotational wind field vectors are plotted

where the magnitude is in excess of 5 m s−1

.

4.3 Dynamics over North America: Forecast Model Performance390

The poleward advection of negative PV arising from MCSs correspond to391

jet stream dynamics perturbations. The advection of negative PV towards the jet392

stream is also co-located with the development of the forecast day-2 WAE discussed393

in Fig. 4c. To synthesize the relationship between the WAE and the observations394

of negative PV advection, the model representation of the negative PV filament at395

06/14 00 UTC is assessed in relation to the WAE. Using the boxed region outlined396

in Fig. 4c in the North American domain, the relationship between the 250 hPa397

day-2, area-averaged PV, relative vorticity, potential temperature and jet wind speed398

maxima is assessed against the day-2 WAE for each ensemble member. The boxed399

region during this time is selected as it encapsulates the region of WAE maxima400

(and ensemble standard deviation maxima) as well as the location of the negative401

PV feature.402
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Fig. 6a denotes the relationship between the WAE metric and PV. At first403

glance, a linear relationship is observed for each model, although the relationship404

does show improved linearity when plotting the natural logarithm of WAE, indicat-405

ing exponential incease in WAE as the area averaged PV increases towards higher406

values. The interpretation of the results are unchanged depending on the choice of407

y-axis scale; hence, for simplicity, the WAE is not logged. On average, a reduction408

of 1 PVU is associated with a 250 m2 s−2 decrease in the WAE when considering409

all ensemble members. While there is notable ensemble spread in the representation410

of PV, only 3 ensemble members (from the ECMWF model) produce lower PV in411

comparison to the ERA5 reanalysis. The ensemble mean of all models is 0.65 PVU412

larger than in ERA5, indicating that the forecasting models struggle with simulating413

the low values of the PV field in the boxed region. This result is particularly notable414

for the KMA in which the mean difference in PV with respect to ERA5 reaches415

1 PVU. This result is complimented by the KMA ensemble members having the416

largest values of WAE.417

Given the close relationship between PV and WAE, the relative vorticity field418

is also examined in Fig. 6b as it is a key variable in the PV equation. The figure419

similarly illustrates a gentle exponential relationship with a tighter spread pattern420

compared to Fig. 6a. The WAE is constructed from the relative vorticity and the421

figure clearly highlights that an increased depature of the relative vorticity from422

reanalysis serves to enhance the WAE. . The ensemble members with the highest423

WAE, which tend to be from the KMA model, show minimal anticyclonic flow in424

the boxed region as the mean relative vorticity approaches positive values. As with425

Fig. 6a, the ensemble spread is biased towards higher values of relative vorticity426

compared to the reanalysis.427

The isobaric PV equation is also constructed from gradients of the po-428

tential temperature field. For simplicity, Fig. 6c shows the relationship of the429

in−situ potential temperature field at 250 hPa against WAE. Reducing PV430

at upper−levels is accompanied by increases in the the potential temperature431

(Haynes & McIntyre, 1987; Teubler & Riemer, 2016). The figure illustrates that432

potential temperature continues to show a highly linear relationship against WAE433

for the ECMWF and NCEP models with higher potential temperature being is asso-434

ciated with a reduction in the WAE. In contrast, the JMA and KMA models show435

no relationship between potential temperature and WAE. A Pearson’s test of sig-436

nificance was performed on all four models. The ECMWF and NCEP models both437

produced p values below 0.05 and a line of best fit was plotted for these two models438

for clarity. While the ECMWF and NCEP produce a statistically significant linear439

relationship, most ensemble members continue to fail to produce ERA5’s compara-440

tively higher potential temperature.441

Fig. 6d illustrates the relationship between the maxima wind speed forecasted442

within the boxed region and the mean WAE. As with potential temperature, the443

ECMWF and NCEP models reveal a statistically significant linear relationship be-444

tween WAE and wind maxima. In particular, the NCEP model demonstrates an445

extremely linear relationship with a correlation coefficient of -0.88 (and -0.56 for446

the ECMWF). The results obtained from this relationship are consistent with the447

results from Fig. 4 in which jet stream wind extrema are co-located with WAE max-448

ima. The results are also in agreement with previous literature observing increases449

in jet stream wind maxima during instances of negative PV advection using cloud-450

resolving simulations (Oertel et al., 2020; B. Harvey et al., 2020). As with potential451

temperature (Fig. 6c), the JMA and KMA do not display a linear relationship to452

the WAE. An examination of the mean wind speed against mean WAE showed no453

relationship for any of the models.454
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An additional investigation (not shown) in which the response of the PV was455

compared against the relative vorticity, potential temperature and maximum wind456

speeds indicated a linear relationship for the ECMWF and NCEP models. It was457

noted that ensemble members which produced the lowest values of PV, also pro-458

duced the lowest values of relative vorticity, the highest values of potential temper-459

ature and the highest jet stream wind maxima values. The JMA and KMA models460

only show a strong relationship between PV and relative vorticity. While developing461

further understanding as to why these particular relationships differ between models462

is outside the scope of the study, it remains clear that the rotational component of463

PV is closely linked to jet stream wind error in all 4 of the models.464
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Figure 6. Relationship between the weighted area-averaged (54◦N, 89◦W) – (44◦N, 73◦W)

250 hPa wave amplitude error metric at forecast day-2 and select 250 hPa meteorological fields

forecasted at day-2 that are hypothesized to impact rotational wind error within the jet stream.

The variables selected include the area-averaged PV (a), relative vorticity (b), potential tem-

perature (c) and the max wind speed (d) within the averaging domain. The relationship is

displayed for each ensemble member from each model. The black dotted line denotes the value

obtained from ERA5 reanalysis. The solid colored lines denote the line of best-fit for model’s

that produced a statistically significant (p<0.05) relationship against wave amplitude error for

the potential temperature and max wind speed. Significance is determined via the computation

of a Pearson’s Correlation Coefficient.

Given the close relationship between WAE and PV, as well as, between WAE465

and relative vorticity for all models, it is of interest to visualize what feature within466

the boxed region serves to introduce WAE into the jet stream. The scatter plot467

alone does not show whether error in the negative PV features progresses into WAE468
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within the jet stream or whether some other dynamic feature is influencing WAE469

within the box region. Figure 7 serves to illustrate the advection of relative vortic-470

ity error associated with negative PV. The relative vorticity error is selected to be471

plotted over PV error as vertical interpolation errors when computing isobaric PV472

saturate the error signal at higher latitudes (several degrees above the 2 PVU line).473

The relative vorticity only needs to be computed at a single level, which negates any474

vertical interpolation errors.475

Beginning from 06/13 06 UTC (Fig. 7a), which represents 30 hours into the476

forecast, negative PV arising from MCSs (Fig. 5b) at 100◦W undergoes spatial477

expansion onto scales resolvable by the datasets used in this study. Anti-cyclonic478

errors in the relative vorticity field are predominantly located within the contours479

of negative PV. At 06/13 12 UTC (Fig. 7b), the negative PV experiences poleward480

expansion as shown in Fig. 5c. Large anticyclonic errors in the relative vorticity field481

on the order of x10−4s−1 reside within the negative PV features. Strong cyclonic er-482

rors of equal magnitude lie adjacent to the negative PV contours. Much of the error483

lies across the 50◦N latitude band, where the majority of the negative PV resides.484

On 06/13 18 UTC (Fig. 7c), the negative PV agglomerates into the banded485

structure and is advected polewards. Note that the regions of relative vorticity er-486

ror also propagate within the contours of negative PV and thus also experience487

poleward advection. The result indicates that the anticyclonic vorticity error (and488

thus PV error) are closely linked to the negative PV feature. Differences in relative489

vorticity in excess of 5x10−5s−1 between ensemble members with the largest and490

smallest WAE also emerge. The maxima in the ensemble differences predominantly491

arises in the regions where the negative PV interacts with the jet stream and thus492

where the PV gradient (as well as relative vorticity gradient) is large.493

On 06/14 00 UTC (Fig. 7d), the anticyclonic error within the 0 PVU contour494

continues to experience advection. The error enhances in magnitude as it reaches495

the point of closest proximity to the jet stream. Relative vorticity error values in496

excess of 1.5x10−4 s−1 are observed between the analysis and the ensemble mean.497

Ensemble spread between the largest and smallest WAE also increases spatially to498

cover the majority of the negative PV contour. The largest ensemble differences are499

predominantly located along the poleward facing side of the negative PV feature.500

Maxima in the anticyclonic error in excess of 1x10−4s−1 are observed that coincide501

with the location of WAE maxima (Fig. 4c). The results thus provide confidence502

that the PV and relative vorticity relationships discussed in Fig. 6 predominantly503

arise from the representation of the advected negative PV feature and its associated504

circulation pattern.505

The spatial locations of the relative vorticity errors were consistent in all four506

models. Since the maxima of the anticyclonic relative vorticity error clearly reside507

within regions of negative PV, this indicates that the representation of the nega-508

tive PV feature is consistently misrepresented in all four forecasting models. Upon509

individual examination, the KMA model produces the largest magnitude relative510

vorticity errors while the JMA produces the lowest. This is consistent with the ob-511

served relationship in Fig. 6b. However, these magnitude differences only manifest512

at later forecast lead-times when the negative PV is in close proximity to the jet513

stream. This result implies that aside from the origin of negative PV being poorly514

simulated, its interaction with the jet stream may also be erroneous. For the interest515

of the reader, Fig. 7 is also replotted for each individual model and provided in the516

supplementary material (Fig. S1).517
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Figure 7. 6-hourly 250 hPa analysis of relative vorticity error advection. Relative vorticity er-

ror is defined as the difference between ERA5 reanalysis and the ensemble mean of all 4 models.

Blue shading illustrates negative relative vorticity errors (ERA5 produces a stronger anticyclonic

circulation with respect to the forecasting models). Red shading illustrates positive relative vor-

ticity errors (ERA5 produces a stronger cyclonic circulation). The black stippling shows the

largest relative vorticity difference between ensemble members with the least WAE (lowest 20th

percentile) and most WAE (highest 20th percentile). The stippling denotes where differences

are in excess of 5 x 10−5 s. The red-dashed lines denote contours of 0 PVU. The solid black line

denotes 2 PVU. The PV data is obtained from ERA5 reanalysis. The gray dashed lines show the

North American domain where maxima in the day-2 WAE manifest and the region where the

scatter-plot relationship is obtained from Figure 6.

4.4 Ensemble Sensitivity Analysis518

To determine the downstream impact that different realizations of the wave519

amplitude error (and thus negative PV advection) over North America have on the520

evolution of a RWP, the ESA is computed such that the area-weighted, spatially521

averaged WAE, in the North American domain (54◦N, 89◦W) – (44◦N, 73◦W) at522

day 2 is correlated to the global Z250 field at later forecast lead-times. The large523

averaging domain for V250 is selected to capture the entire area over which the low524

PV air interacts with the jet stream (as discussed in Fig. 5). In Figure 8, the re-525

sults for the day 2, 4 and 6 ESA are displayed for each model alongside the WAF526

difference. In contrast to the WAF error plotted in Fig. 4, which consists of the527

difference between the analysis and ensemble mean, the WAF difference in Fig. 8528
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involves separating the ensemble members into two groups: those that produced the529

lowest (20th percentile) day 2 WAE and highest (20th percentile) day 2 WAE over530

the North American domain. The mean of these two groups is computed and their531

difference is calculated.532
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Figure 8. Ensemble sensitivity analysis of the day 2 wave amplitude error region (North

American domain) at 250 hPa (V250) against global day 2, 4 and 6 Z250. Red (blue) shading in-

dicate positive (negative) correlations between day 2 WAE and day 6 Z250. Each row represents

one of the four forecasting models used. The contours show the 2 PVU line. The green (red) line

represents the mean of the ensemble members that produced the least (most) amount of day-2

WAE (20th percentile) over the North American domain. The dashed grey line shows the 2 PVU

line obtained from the ERA5 reanalysis. Vectors depict the WAF difference between ensemble

members with the most and least day-2 WAE

.

In Figure 8a-d, ensemble members with weaker day-2 WAE over the North533

American domain correlate to higher day-2 Z250 at 80◦W, thus indicating that534

models with lower WAE (and thus lower PV values) are associated with a poleward535

perturbation of the 2 PVU line. This relationship is statistically significant in all536

models as Z250 sensitivities in this region reach values in excess of -0.8. All mod-537

els also produce higher Z250 downstream of the North American ridge at 60◦W,538

indicative of a modification to the trough-ridge couplet (Zheng et al., 2013). The539

WAF difference denotes maxima ensemble difference in the equatorward branch540

of the ridge for each model. The ECMWF and JMA produce the most extensive541

WAF differences followed by the NCEP and KMA. The WAF difference is orientated542

downstream indicating the flux of wave activity along the jet stream is stronger in543

the ensemble members with less WAE.544

A notable poleward perturbation in the 2 PVU line is seen in the models with545

the least WAE at 80◦W (green line). The largest differences exist for the ECMWF546

and JMA models and is consistent with the higher ensemble spread of these models.547
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The 2 PVU line produced in the analysis experiences a greater poleward perturba-548

tion with respect to the day-2 forecasts. The result suggests that the mechanism549

for poleward perturbation in this region is rather poorly represented in all models;550

albeit, less rotational wind error does serve to improve the forecasted location of the551

2 PVU line. Other regions that are associated with ridging also reveal poor model552

performance such as over Europe at 10◦W.553

For the forecast day-4 plots (Fig. 8d-g), the sensitivity structure over the554

Atlantic begins differing for each model. The ECMWF and JMA evolve rather simi-555

larly indicating a distinct tri-pole sensitivity structure (negative, positive, negative).556

Examining the differences in the 2 PVU lines between the best and worst performing557

models shows that the Z250 sensitivity structures appear associated with large-scale558

phasing differences in the RWP with the best performing 2 PVU line having pro-559

gressed further eastwards with respect to the worst performing 2 PVU line. The560

best performing 2 PVU line for the JMA and ECMWF is also in good agreement561

with the location of the analysis. The KMA also produces a similar sensitivity struc-562

ture to the ECMWF and JMA over the Western part of the Atlantic but the sensi-563

tivity structure is less distinct further east at 40◦W. While slight phasing differences564

are observed in the 2 PVU lines in the KMA at 40◦W, a clear phasing difference565

with respect to analysis begins developing such that the analysis is perturbed further566

eastwards. A similar relationship to the KMA is observed in the NCEP with clear567

phasing differences between the forecast and the analysis at 40◦W. The longitude568

locations of sensitivity in the NCEP resemble the ECMWF and JMA model rather569

closely; albeit, the magnitude of the sensitivity is comparatively weaker.570

An examination of the WAF difference shows that the ECMWF performs571

rather similarly to the WAF maxima location discussed in Fig. 4b. The NCEP also572

produces WAF difference maxima in the same location as the ECMWF but the lack573

of ensemble spread means that the WAF difference values are comparatively lower574

than in the ECMWF. The JMA and KMA also indicate WAF differences in the575

same location as the ECMWF maxima; however, the JMA and KMA maxima are576

predominantly located west of the ECMWF and NCEP maxima at 60◦W. The lo-577

cation is co-located with large phasing differences in the representation of a trough.578

These phasing differences are also present in the ECMWF and NCEP but compara-579

tively smaller.580

For the day-6 plots (Fig. 8i-l), the ECMWF and JMA indicates an alternating581

pattern of positive and negative sensitivities that track back from Europe to the582

Western Atlantic. The alternating sign of these sensitivities illustrates that ensemble583

members with lower WAE are statistically linked to an eastward progression in the584

RWP. This result can also be interpreted as ensemble members with a lower value585

of day-2 PV in the North American domain favoring eastward RWP progression at586

later forecast times. This result is particularly noticeable at 40◦W where differences587

of 10◦ longitude in the 2 PVU lines are observed between the best and worst per-588

forming models. The ECMWF (and to a much weaker extent in the JMA model)589

also indicate that lower WAE is associated with higher day-6 Z250 over the eastern590

side of the ridge that has developed over Europe at 10◦E. This difference is par-591

ticularly noticeable in the 2 PVU lines of the ECMWF where the best performing592

members appear to capture the anticyclonic breaking of the ridge that is also illus-593

trated in the 2 PVU line of ERA5. This particular region was also associated with594

maxima in the WAE as discussed in Fig. 4c.595

The JMA model also indicates that the day-2 WAE modulates phasing dif-596

ferences in the day-6 RWP. The ridge amplification over Europe that is observed597

in the ECMWF is not visually present in the JMA model as the forecasts of the 2598

PVU lines favor a more zonal flow pattern over Europe. The KMA model similarly599

struggles with representing ridging and indicates a transition towards zonal flow.600
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In contrast, the ensemble members which produced the least day-2 WAE in the601

NCEP model indicate a more amplified day-6 ridge and is associated with a region602

of statistically significant Z250 sensitivity. The best performing ECMWF and NCEP603

ensemble members also produce a much stronger WAF over the ridging region, un-604

like the JMA and KMA, which denote maxima WAF differences arising from the605

Atlantic trough.606

While the day-6 forecasts of each model diverge fairly notably , it is worth607

pointing out that the location of the sensitivity structures all occur across the same608

longitude bands stretching from the Western Atlantic to Europe. The ESA thus609

implies that phasing differences in the day-6 RWP can still be attributed to each610

model’s day-2 WAE (and thus in the representation of the PV field in the North611

American domain). Furthermore, the ESA was only calculated for an individual612

MCS despite two other notable MCSs occurring that were associated with nega-613

tive PV advection towards the jet stream (Fig. 5). Since each model produces a614

statistically significant sensitivity pattern in the troughs and ridges of Z250, this615

indicates that the misrepresentation of MCS interactions with the jet stream can616

have far-reaching effects on the downstream propagation of a RWP. In this case, the617

full impact of all MCSs on downstream development is not captured through the618

paradigm of ESA as only one of the MCSs is assessed. Additionally, the ESA in this619

study only examines the impact of negative PV arising from MCSs, which is noted620

to be underrepresented in magnitude with respect to reanalysis (Fig. 7).621

5 Discussion and Conclusions622

The case-study investigates the impact that MCSs have on downstream de-623

velopment via exploiting global ensemble forecast data from various state-of-the-art624

forecasting centers. In this particular case, the advection of erroneously forecasted625

negative PV arising from North American MCSs towards the jet stream is shown626

to influence the forecast of downstream development. Specifically, ensemble mem-627

bers that advected lower values of PV along the equatorward branch of a North628

American ridge served to exacerbate the eastward progression of a RWP and con-629

sequently impinged on forecasted ridge development over Europe. Our results sup-630

port recent work identifying that the interaction of negative PV arising from MCSs631

with the jet stream can modulate downstream large-scale atmospheric dynamics632

(Clarke et al., 2019).633

The strength of the anticyclonic circulation associated with negative PV is634

underrepresented in forecasting models. Relative vorticity errors on the order of635

x10−4 s−1 are observed within synoptic-scale regions of negative PV. The study636

showed that virtually all ensemble members from the four analyzed forecasting mod-637

els failed to accurately represent the PV field during negative PV interaction with638

the jet stream. In the case-study by Clarke et al. (2019), the lack of negative PV639

production associated with an MCS in a global model was attributed to a failure of640

the model to forecast the MCS. Here, the synoptic set-up and subsequent mesoscale641

convection (divergence field) was noted to be well forecasted. However, the produc-642

tion of negative PV and its subsequent interaction with the jet stream was poorly643

simulated. This result suggests that even accurate forecasts of the location of mid-644

latitude convection in global forecasting models could fail to realistically represent645

the upscale evolution of negative PV.646

A reason for the failure to represent the advection of negative PV towards647

the jet stream could simply be attributed to the origin of negative PV arising from648

convective scale heating (Chagnon & Gray, 2009). The upscale evolution of diabat-649

ically modified PV is determined by parameterized processes known to be erroneous650

(Baumgart et al., 2018). Additionally, the large-grid spacings of global forecasting651
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models will serve to smooth sharp gradients of PV, such as in mesoscale regions of652

negative PV (Clarke et al., 2019). This may explain why all of the observed regions653

of negative PV are associated with large anticyclonic errors. Aggressive damping654

schemes that target instabilities may also contribute to the observed PV forecast655

errors. Oertel et al. (2020) and Oertel and Schemm (2021) show that regions of neg-656

ative PV are analagous to strong inertial instability. Inertial instability is modulated657

in part by the horizontal vorticity field. The misrepresentation of this instability658

could also impact the representation and evolution of negative PV in forecasting659

models.660

The assessment of the downstream response to negative PV interaction with661

the jet stream via ensemble sensitivity analysis indicated a statistically significant662

modification to the evolution of a RWP. Models that produced the least amount663

of rotational wind error (and thus lower PV values) along the jet stream favored a664

statistically significant eastward progression of the RWP. The ECMWF and JMA665

model, which had the largest ensemble variation in the rotational wind error, were666

noted to produce the largest phasing differences in the RWP when comparing the667

best versus worst performing ensemble members. While notable differences existed668

in the evolution of the RWP and ridge onset over Europe at later forecast lead669

times, the ECMWF and NCEP models illustrated that the remote impact of MCSs670

could be attributed to differences in the ridge amplitude over Europe at forecast671

day-6. Furthermore, the ensemble sensitivity analysis results illustrated that modi-672

fications to RWP phasing were consistently produced in all four models in the same673

locations. Hence, even after several days into the forecast, RWP modifications can674

be explicitly linked to MCS dynamics even when using different weather prediction675

models which are characterized by their individual dynamical cores, physics packages676

and perturbation methods.677

The sensitivity results are particularly interesting as they only examined the678

impact of an individual MCS. The study noted other MCSs that produced neg-679

ative PV, which subsequently advected towards the jet stream. Thus, it is likely680

that the accumulated impact of the MCSs on the downstream flow may have fur-681

ther modulated the downstream RWP evolution (Stensrud & Anderson, 2001).682

Furthermore, since the case-study uses real forecast data (as opposed to studying683

the upscale impacts of MCSs in isolation), other dynamic features associated with684

strong ensemble perturbations will have likely impacted the downstream evolu-685

tion of the RWP and reduce the sensitivity signal that can be attributed to MCSs.686

One particular dynamic feature of interest was a trough structure that developed687

at forecast day-4 over the Atlantic. Given that MCSs modified the phasing of the688

RWP, the forecasted trough development will consequently be impinged upon. Slight689

perturbations in the location of the trough have been noted to drastically mod-690

ify adjacent ridge development in previous ensemble sensitivity analysis studies691

(Berman & Torn, 2019). Hence, it would have been interesting to further examine692

the impact that MCS perturbations had on trough development over the Atlantic693

and whether different realizations of the trough (that can be attributed to MCSs)694

played a role in the observed ridge building over Europe and thus on the heatwave695

itself.696

The more rapid progression of the RWP observed in this study is in697

contrast to previous literature suggesting that the advection of low values698

of PV via the irrotational wind field serves to decelerate the propagation of699

a RWP via low PV air advection towards the poleward branch of a ridge700

(Rodwell et al., 2013; Steinfeld & Pfahl, 2019). In this study, negative PV experi-701

ences North-Eastward advection towards the equatorward branch of the ridge and702

produces an eastward perturbation. Previous case-studies have also identified that703

negative PV experiences an anti-cyclonic advection path when in close proximity to704
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the jet stream (Oertel et al., 2020; Blanchard et al., 2021). Winters (2021) proposed705

that different components of the wind field, such as the ageostrophic non-divergent706

component of the wind, can play a more dominant role over the irrotational wind707

field in determining the advection of low values of PV towards the jet stream. Our708

case-study illustrates that negative PV arises from regions of strong irrotational709

wind-fields; however, it would be interesting to expand upon this research further by710

identifying whether different components of the wind field become more significant711

as the negative PV is advected further away from the center of the irrotational wind712

field.713

Overall, we show that the remote influence of MCSs can impact the down-714

stream evolution of large-scale circulation patterns. The ease of access to the multi-715

model TIGGE data and computational inexpensiveness of this study motivates716

further work on the role of mid-latitude convection on downstream high-impact717

weather. ESA appears to be a feasible technique to use for further work. However, it718

should be used with caution when employed on coarse, global forecast data as large-719

scale negative PV structures appear to be consistently mis-forecasted. The study720

was not able to diagnose the role of MCSs on the extremity of the heatwave. It is721

important to reiterate that the results obtained using the methodology in this study722

only indicate minor changes in the phasing and amplitude of the forecasted RWP as723

a result of the North American MCS. It is highly unlikely that the single MCS sig-724

nificantly impacted the forecast of ridging over Europe in this case. An examination725

of a temporally longer set of forecasts as in Stuivenvolt Allen et al. (2021) could be726

useful in providing a more statistically robust analysis of the impact of persistent727

mid-latitude convection on recurring RWPs and subsequent temperature extremes.728

Ongoing work leverages ERA5 data and cloud-resolving simulations to composite the729

upscale and downstream impacts of negative PV near the the jet stream.730
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